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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE AUDIT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 THE DIOCESE
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1.3 STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

 

• Introduction 
• The findings that the audit presented – by theme 
• Questions for the Diocese to consider, listed where relevant at the end of each 

Finding. 
• Conclusions of the auditors’ findings: what is working well and areas where 

future development might be considered. 
• An appendix sets out the audit process and any limitations to this audit. 
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2 FINDINGS

2.1 SAFEGUARDING LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 
 

Generic introduction 

 

Description 
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Analysis 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• Is there more that the Bishop can do to share positive public messages 

around the integral place of safeguarding in Catholic theology and life?  
• Are there ways to strengthen the focus on safeguarding specifically as part of 

the Bishop’s contact with deaneries, parishes and congregations?  

Generic introduction  

 

Description  
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Analysis 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• Is there enough input to and oversight of safeguarding at strategic level, as 

critical context to the DSA role?  
• What is required to create something akin to a functioning senior leadership 

team for safeguarding in the Diocese? 

Generic introduction 

 

Description 
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Analysis 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider 
• Is there enough input to and oversight of safeguarding at operational level, as 

critical context to the DSA role? 
• Is there more that the Bishop and Vicar General could do to ensure that 

safeguarding is led by them alongside the DSA rather than only the DSA?  
• Has any stress-testing of the current division of roles and responsibilities 

been conducted? Imagine a scenario where performance issues are 
emerging in delivery of the DSA function. 

Generic introduction 
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Description 

 

 

 

 

 

A) The initial response 1996 
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B) The laicisation process 

 

 

 

C) The treatment of clergy making allegations 
 

 

Analysis  
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Questions for the Diocese to consider
• How does the Diocese plan to continue to provide self and wider parish 

reflection following the Paul Moore case? 
• What will help the Diocese routinely think through how processes following a 

clergy conviction, such as laicisation, will be experienced and provide clear 
and accessible information about what is happening and why?  

• How can the Diocese ensure that there is learning regarding the possibility of 
manipulation by those who may wish to abuse? 

• What is the role of the Diocese in effecting change to the directory production 
process so that convicted clergy are removed, and later reinstated, if 
successful on appeal?  

• What more can the Diocese do to help heal the damage caused to survivors 
and those in parishes following the Paul Moore case? 

• How will independent scrutiny be made a part of routine quality assurance 
activity of the Diocese? 

• How can reassurance be provided to parishioners and the wider public about 
the fair treatment of those who bring forward allegations of abuse?. 

2.2 DIOCESAN SAFEGUARDING ADVISOR

Generic introduction  

 

‘The role of the DSA is to assist the Bishop with the development and 
management of Diocesan Safeguarding approaches. Has a central 
role in providing support and may also chair the DSAG meetings 
(and any subgroups thereof).’ 

 

• coordinate efforts to raise awareness of safeguarding within parish communities, 
including the recruiting and training of parish safeguarding coordinators  
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• recruit diocesan safeguarding trainers and the training of diocesan clergy 
• advise the Bishop on good practice in responding to allegations of abuse. 

 

 

‘While investigation is not part of the role, Diocesan Safeguarding 
Advisors may agree to additional, mutually acceptable functions 
consistent with the position. Caution should, however, be exercised 
in extending the activities beyond what is reasonable and practical.’ 

 

Description  

Resourcing and relative roles 
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Resources

 

Qualifications

 

Conflicts of interest

 

Line management and supervision arrangements  

 

Analysis  
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• clarity of realistic and sustainable role and remit, including clear interfaces and 
fit with roles of DSAG, DRAMT 

• arrangements for cover 
• line management including personal objectives fitting with a broader diocesan 

strategic plan, and operational leadership support 
• professional supervision with formal arrangements to link in to line management 
• provision of business phone if one is not already provided. 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• Is it helpful to distinguish between set-up and business-as-usual role of the 

DSA? 
• Is there as yet adequate clarity about the role and remit of the DSA, including 

clear links with the functions of the DSAG and DRAMT?  
• Whose role should it be to draw up a job description and review the post, its 

remit and resourcing on an ongoing basis?  
• Is serious consideration needed about the viability of the DSA role being 

fulfilled on a voluntary basis and whether the role should attract a salary?  
• Linked to questions in sections on strategic and operational leadership, how 

can the DSA be better supported by the Bishop and Vicar General 
• How can the Diocese provide appropriate and more formal professional 

supervision and line management for the DSA so that concerns can be 
addressed, CPD monitored and support provided?

2.3 DIOCESAN SAFEGUARDING ADVISORY GROUP (DSAG)

Generic introduction 

 

 

• Advising the Bishop on Safeguarding matters within the Diocese 
• Ensuring compliance with national safeguarding standards within all diocesan 

groups 
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• Responding to issues emerging from the safeguarding audit 
• Organising training for parish clergy, safeguarding volunteers and parish 

safeguarding coordinators 
• Liaising with the Scottish Catholic Safeguarding Service on national 

developments, resources, legislative change etc. 

 

 

‘8.3.1 In each Diocese, the Diocesan Safeguarding Advisory Group 
(DSAG) must meet at least four times per year to discuss ongoing 
issues relating to safeguarding arrangements in the Diocese. These 
discussions should consider compliance with safeguarding training 
and PVG checks across the Diocese. The Bishop must be kept 
informed of the outcomes of DSAG meetings.’ 

 

• responding to issues emerging from the safeguarding audit 
• liaising with the Scottish Catholic Safeguarding Service on national 

developments, resources, legislative change etc. 

 

6.1.3 Membership of DSAG must include the Diocesan Safeguarding 
Adviser and any key individuals charged with Diocesan Safeguarding 
responsibilities, as well as representatives of relevant Diocesan 
groups: Pilgrimage leaders, SPRED, Youth Office etc. The National 
Safeguarding Co-ordinator may be invited to these meetings to share 
information about national developments and to discuss resource 
needs and training development. 

Description  
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Analysis 
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• Whose role should it be to draw up the terms of reference of the DSAG 
tailored to Galloway but in line with In God’s Image? 

• Is there as yet adequate clarity about what the aspiration for the DSAG is, 
both what it is and what it isn’t?  

• Should the DSAG’s function be strengthened to lead the strategic direction of 
safeguarding and, with that, be responsible for developing a strategic plan?  

• What governance arrangements are needed? 
• Is there an appetite for increasing the scrutiny and challenge role of the 

DSAG? Would this extend to having an independent representative as a 
member, perhaps Chair? 

• How can the DSAG best hear the views of abuse victims and survivors and 
reflect abuse survivors’ perspectives adequately in their work?

2.4 DIOCESE RISK ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT TEAM (DRAMT)

Generic introduction 

 

 

6.1.4 The main function of the DRAMT is to offer recommendations 
to the Bishop in relation to situations of risk, convictions on PVGs, 
allegations or cases in relation to anyone involved in the life and work 
of the Diocese who has contact with children and vulnerable adults. 
The DRAMT must comprise a small number of individuals with 
relevant expertise, including those with experience of working in the 
legal profession, healthcare, social work and the Police. Its 
composition should be balanced, in numbers of both ordained and 
lay members, and in their gender. 

6.1.5 It is for each Bishop to decide if he wishes to preside at 
meetings of the DRAMT, or if he wishes to receive its 
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recommendations in writing. The group must discuss each case, 
agree the recommendations that it has made to the Bishop and 
record these in writing. It is the ultimate responsibility of the Bishop to 
decide the action he will take in each case. The Bishop must 
communicate his decision in writing to the individual concerned. 

6.1.6 The DRAMT must meet as often as is required, as cases are 
brought to its attention.  

 

‘Appropriate safeguarding training must ensure that everyone 
remains vigilant and is able to identify safeguarding concerns. These 
should be referred to the Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser so that the 
DRAMT can address how they might be addressed.  

While it is important to differentiate between allegations and 
concerns28, both must be referred to the Diocesan Safeguarding 
Adviser. If concerns are shared sufficiently early, then it is possible 
that behaviours or attitudes can be addressed without significant 
harm developing. The DRAMT may advise that particular concerns 
need to be reported to statutory services who will consider whether to 
explore these. Once those concerns are explored further, there might 
well be evidence of harm. In that case, a concern may lead to an 
allegation.’ 

Description  

 

 

 

• where, how and when a registered sex offender should worship  
• recommendations to the Bishop regarding situations of risk 
• convictions on PVGs  
• allegations or cases in relation to anyone involved in the life and the work of the 

Diocese who has contact with children or vulnerable adults.  
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Analysis 
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Questions for the Diocese to consider 
• Whose role should it be to draw up the terms of reference of the DRAMT 

tailored to Galloway but in line with In God’s Image, including reporting 
structure (both up and down)? 

• Is there adequate clarity about the interface and relationship expected 
between the DSA and the DRAMT? 

• Could aspects of the English Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO) role 
be explored for possible incorporation into diocesan casework to assist in 
cases which do not meet the criminal threshold? 

• Has there been planning for potential disagreement between the DRAMT and 
the Bishop? What is the justification for not delegating responsibility to the 
DRAMT for decision-making? 

• How can the Diocese best keep the skills of each member of DRAMT up to 
date, particularly for those in the role having retired? 

• How might the Diocese best prepare the DRAMT for live cases? Should the 
Diocese consider the use of case scenarios to run through the DRAMT 
process? 

• What is the appropriate timescale for seeing an active, functioning DRAMT? 

2.5 LINKS WITH SCOTTISH CATHOLIC SAFEGUARDING SERVICE

Generic introduction 

 

‘The NCSS offers support through the collation of PVG applications, 
the design and provision of training, the development of guidance 
and the facilitation of an annual audit to check compliance with 
national safeguarding standards. The National Safeguarding 
Coordinator is also expected to offer advice and counsel to 
safeguarding staff in dioceses and Religious Institutes as required by 
the Bishops’ Conference of Scotland.’ (para 6.4.2)    

 

Description 
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Analysis 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• How does the Diocese know if it is seeking advice and counsel 

appropriately? 
• Are there any other functions currently missing in the Diocese that the 

Scottish Catholic Safeguarding Service might usefully provide e.g. 
professional supervision of DSA? 

• Is the Diocese satisfied that the National Safeguarding Coordinator is 
adequately and appropriately supported and supervised in their role?  

2.6 GUIDANCE, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Generic introduction 

 

Description 
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Analysis 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider 
• What role does the Diocese have, as a member of the Bishops’ Conference 

of Scotland (BCOS), to influence the substance and timescales of the work of 
the national office, such as the online manual on which it depends for core 
building blocks of a reliable safeguarding service?  

• What is the right priority for the creation of localised policies in the context of 
other demands related to implementing In Gods Image?   

• Where does the responsibility lie for oversight of whether the Diocese has the 
mandatory policies in place as cited in In God’s image?  

2.7 COMPLAINTS AND WHISTLEBLOWING

Generic introduction 

 

 

Description 
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Analysis 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider 
• Does the Diocese have a generic complaints and whistleblowing policy that 

can be used for complaints about safeguarding practice? If not, what help 
can the Diocese draw on both within the Catholic, ecumenical or secular 
communities, to develop and make readily accessible an appropriate and 
transparent policy and process?  

• What are the best means of demonstrating that:  
o the Diocese encourages people to flag up if /where there are problems 

with the safeguarding service / responses through feedback, complaints 
and whistleblowing  

o a zero-tolerance policy of any penalisation of a person because they have 
shared concerns about how safeguarding issues have been handled in the 
Diocese?   

2.8 CASEWORK

Generic introduction 
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Description and analysis 

 

 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• What assistance can the Diocese draw on to identify a case management 

system to best suit their needs and possibilities of building this into the newly 
introduced database? 

• Has the appropriate urgency been given to this task? 
• Should the Diocese retrospectively add case summary sheets to historical 

files to assist with tracking and cross referring? 

Description and analysis 
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Questions for the Diocese to consider
• Is the Diocese adequately assured that the DSA, a part-time volunteer, has 

had and continues to have adequate capacity to review all past enquires and 
casework to ascertain which cases/enquiries are satisfactorily concluded, and 
in which cases follow-up work still needs to be done? How might additional 
capacity best be arranged? 

• Are plans for co-working between DSA and DRAMT appropriate? Are they 
being actively prepared and promoted in a timely fashion?  

Description and analysis 
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Questions for the Diocese to consider
• Can the Diocese be satisfied currently that the right safeguards are in place 

for worshippers who pose a risk?  
• Is a review needed of all Safeguarding Agreements/Contracts to ascertain 

which are linked to good quality and up-to-date risk assessments, and in 
which cases a new risk assessment needs to be undertaken? Should this be 
the responsibility of the DRAMT? 

• Is there an effective system for monitoring and reviewing Safeguarding 
Agreements/Contracts, possibly as part of the wider case-management 
system? 

2.9 SUPPORTING SURVIVORS

 

Generic introduction 

 

‘We provide a compassionate response to survivors of abuse when 
they disclose their experiences and we offer them support, advice, 
care and compassion.’ 

An important part of the audit was to seek the views of survivors, as well as those 
working in the Diocese. 

Description and analysis 
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• the facts of the diocesan response in relation to the Paul Moore case including 
commitment to liaicisation 

• the commitment to providing support to survivors regardless of the existence or 
outcome of legal processes  

• the need for public acknowledgement and thanks to victims of abuse for the 
valuable service they provide when they come forward and allow abusers and 
their abuse to be brought to light. 

 

• putting victims first 
• using processes that are orientated to the victim and not the Church system 
• to support victims from the very beginning and keep this support separate from 

any process of litigation 
• to guarantee anonymity for the victim 
• not to push the victim towards a solicitor for support 
• to do everything possible to provide ‘closure’ for the victim 
• to make counselling available without having to go to the Church for it 
• not to use the term ‘historical abuse’. For the victims it is not historic, it is 

current and valid. For this reason, statutory agencies now use the term ‘non-
recent’ abuse 

• be clear that friends within the Church cannot be supported and that the victim 
comes first 
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• train priests in supporting those who have suffered trauma 
• keep everything transparent 
• work to remove the idea that the biggest sin in the Catholic Church is to cause 

a scandal and recognise that victims are preventing further abuse by coming 
forward. 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• How can the Diocese better implement the counselling service without adding 

further trauma re links with the Church for the survivor? 
• Would an independent advocacy model to support individuals’ aid 

understanding on both sides, allow for expertise and provide a resource 
which gives a consistent response in cases of abuse? 

• How can the Church better support survivors so that they feel able to come 
forward at the earliest possible time?  

• How can the Diocese work with survivors to refine understanding about how 
certain processes will be experienced by survivors, their friends and family? 
E.g. voluntary laicisation, names of convicted abusers remaining in the 
directory during appeal processes? 

• Is there parity between the support provided to the survivor and the support 
provided to the accused clergy? If not, how can this best be implemented? 

2.10SAFE RECRUITMENT OF CLERGY, LAY OFFICERS AND 
VOLUNTEERS 

Generic introduction 

 

Description  
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Analysis 
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Questions for the Diocese to consider 
• Is greater clarity needed about the link/role of the DSAG in the operation and 

oversight of Safer Recruitment? 
• Does the interface of Safer Recruitment and the DRAMT need clarifying for 

both parties? 
• Should the Diocese look to support parishes in Safer Recruitment by setting 

a deadline by which all volunteers already in post should have completed 
their training? 

• To future-proof arrangements, is there clarity about whether there are to be 
any consequences imposed by clergy leadership, where parishes are found 
to be consistently not implementing Safer Recruitment processes? Is there 
any need for further assurance that Safer Recruitment practices for visiting 
priests are being reliably operationalised across the Diocese?  
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TRAINING

Generic introduction 

 

 

Description 
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Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• Are there any barriers to setting a date by which all current volunteers in post 

without training step down from their role? How is it best to disseminate and 
enforce this? 

• To future-proof arrangements, is there clarity about how any potential 
reluctance and/or refusal on the part of clergy to safeguarding training is to 
be handled, and does it give the right message about the centrality of 
safeguarding?  

• Where does responsibility for requiring and overseeing a strategic training 
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plan lie? Is adequate priority being given to the role out of Level 2 training to 
those who are in posts with the most contact with children and vulnerable 
adults? Can there be greater clarity about relative roles of different players at 
different times to avoid the DSA inadvertently playing all parts? 

• How is the Diocese going to support parish priests working with trauma in 
individuals and parishes, which is beyond the current remit of the 
safeguarding training? 

• Is greater clarity needed about the link/role of the DSAG in the operation and 
oversight of training?

2.11HOW THE DIOCESE PROVIDES SAFEGUARDING SUPPORT TO
PARISHES 

Generic introduction 

 

Description  
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Analysis 

 

 

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider 
• No questions raised. 

2.12QUALITY ASSURANCE

Generic introduction 

 

 

• parishes monitor and review their safeguarding arrangements and to self-
evaluate their safeguarding practice by completing an annual audit and devise 
a safeguarding action plan 
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• dioceses regularly monitor and review their safeguarding arrangements and to 
self-evaluate their safeguarding practice by completing an annual audit and 
devising a safeguarding action plan.  

Description 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis 
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• professional supervision of the DSA (see DSA section) 
• scrutiny by the DSAG (see DSAG section) 
• external scrutiny of case work  
• routine benchmarking the diocese against other dioceses within and out with 

Scotland  
• identifying lessons learnt from other dioceses and feeding these into planning 

the work of the Diocese 
• abuse survivor ‘customer’ feedback  
• routine PSC ‘customer’ feedback 
• complaints procedure about the safeguarding service (see Complaints section) 

Questions for the Diocese to consider
• Is there appetite for developing a broader quality assurance framework for 

the Diocese?  
• Where might the Diocese usefully turn for support and about standards and 

options for quality assurance?  
• Who could support with routine feedback from survivors?  
• How will external scrutiny be made a part of routine quality assurance activity 

of the Diocese? 
• See questions related to leadership and strategic plans, DSA and the DSAG 
• Is there more the National Scottish Safeguarding Service could do to support 

analysis of parish and diocesan audit data, including trends over time?  

2.13CULTURE

Generic introduction 

 

 

Description 
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Analysis 
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• How to sustain this momentum of cultural change in the longer term, when in 
common with any locality, concerns or allegations of abuse are, as far as any 
individual is concerns, an extremely rare thing? (see Munro & Fish 2015: Hear 
no evil, see no evil: Understanding failure to identify and report child sexual 
abuse in institutional contexts. Australian Royal Commission report). 

• How to be more inclusive and enable survivors themselves, the opportunity to 
be part of efforts to cultivate a safe culture throughout the Diocese.  

 

Questions for the Diocese to consider 
• How can the Diocese help sustain the process of changes and the 

improvements to parish and diocesan processes?  
• How best to welcome dissenting voices and use the challenge provided 

constructively? 
• What are the options for inviting abuse survivors to support the development 

of safeguarding in the Diocese?  
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3 CONCLUSION
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4 APPENDICES  

4.1 DIOCESAN TIMELINE OF RESPONSES FROM POINT OF 
INITIAL DISCLOSURE  

• 22 April 1996 PM meets with his Bishop 
• PM continues in his parish whilst arrangements for his admission to Southdown 

treatment Centre Ontario Canada are established 
• The record does not indicate whether there were any limitations placed on PM’s 

pastoral activities during this period or the date he left the parish. 
• 21 June 1996 PM admitted to Southdown treatment Centre Ontario Canada 
• Bishop seeks advice from both within the Catholic Church and from the 

Diocese’s legal representatives on the action he should take in relation to the 
disclosure. The Bishop received conflicting advice on action he should pursue. 

• 06 November 1996 Bishop, along with his Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser meet 
with Procurator Fiscal to alert disclosure 

• 03 January 1997 PM returned to Galloway Diocese, Scotland.  
• January 1997 (exact date not shown on the record) PM interviewed by police 

Scotland 
• 12 February 1997 PM moves to Fort Augustus Abbey, Aberdeenshire, Scotland 

the record does not indicate his status or what restrictions were in place at the 
Abbey other than he was resident in the setting 

• PM continues in Fort Augustus Abbey until the end of 1998 when the Abbey 
closes 

• PM’s residence moves to St Mary’s presbytery Saltcoats Ayrshire. He has no 
pastoral responsibility.  

• 01 April 1999 the Procurator Fiscal’s office alert PM’s solicitor that it was not 
intended to commence proceedings against PM but that the Crown was not 
abandoning its right to take proceedings should circumstances dictate. 

• 05 May 1999 the Bishop alerts PM that he will not return to pastoral ministry  
• July 1999 PM moves to the Benedictine Convent, Largs before transferring to a 

community address in Woodcroft Ave, Largs where he resided until his 
conviction and sentence 

• PM has never returned to pastoral/public ministry since and has been subject to 
restrictions as part of the ongoing risk management protocols. The record does 
not show when said restrictions were initially imposed, however from the most 
recent copy of the Covenant of Care dated 2015, which details imposition of, 
and management of, restrictions in relation to regulated work, it would appear 
that this was most recent document of a mechanism that had been in place for 
a sustained period.  
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4.2 APPENDIX: REVIEW PROCESS

Information provided to auditors 

In advance of and during the site visit, the Diocese of Galloway provided auditors 
with the following: 

• In God’s Image 
• The McLellan Report 
• A self-assessment of Safeguarding 
• DRAMT minutes 
• DSAG minutes 
• Parish newsletters 
• PVG database information 
• Safe recruitment forms 
• Guidance notes for parish audit completion 
• 2019 Parish safeguarding audit 
• Safeguarding report form 
• Counselling support information leaflet 
• Bishop’s conference Safeguarding in the Catholic Church 
• Diocesan context 
• Access to the website 
• Invitation to survivors 
• Social Media Policy 2013 

Participation of members of the Diocese 

On 19 February to 21 February 2019 the auditors visited the Diocese and had 
conversation with: 

• The Bishop of Galloway 
• The Vicar General of Galloway 
• The Designated Safeguarding Advisor 
• The Diocesan Chancellor 
• The Data Protection Officer for Galloway Diocese 
• A member of DSAG 
• A member of DRAMT 
• Representatives from the parishes 
• Trainer representatives 
• Survivors of abuse and their representatives either in person, over the phone or 

by video call. 
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The audit: records / files 

Auditors looked at: 

• A number of randomly selected case files 
• A past safeguarding agreement 
• Examples of enquiries handled within the Diocese from 2014 

Limitations of audit 

It is possible that some survivors of abuse who have no further contact with the 
Church and who have not approached survivor support organisations would not have 
been made aware of the audit. We also recognise that those with strongly negative 
or positive views are more likely to come forward that those with broadly neutral 
views. 
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